Challenges for today's industry

Modern product portfolios depend on a high number of components, sourced from a wide supplier base. Business models include B2C as well as B2B approaches. All of this requires an efficient handover of documentation like material sourcing, adherence to standards and requirements as well as certification for market surveillance. Companies spend a lot of time and money on fixing these interfaces with exiting enterprise solutions which are not optimised for the process. As a result, the workflow becomes inefficient, unintuitive, costly and prone to errors.

Service and Approach

AFRY provides, with PRS, a strong backbone to offer a digital workflow out of the box.

This highly flexible solution for lean collaboration with both suppliers and clients can be tailored to fit the specific requirements of your business area.

It is currently used by enterprise clients as:

- Compliance certificate repository
- Quality approval workflow
- Master plaque Portal
- Material origin documentation system
- Safety Certificates storage for production setup
- Sustainability report creation system
- Life Cycle Analysis Tool
- Regulatory monitoring system

Challenges: Modern product development requires detailed documentation of components, materials, and certificates.

Approach: Providing an intuitive, easy to integrate system to engage team in lean documentation process.

Outcome: Central repository for purpose specific documentation, with possibilities to connect suppliers and customers providing an addon to existing IT ecosystem.

Expected Outcome

The PRS System will give you the tool to maximise outcome with minimal effort when it comes to electronic document handling, which falls outside of your IT eco-system.

PRS provides the following features, and more:

- Central repository
- User management
- Document management
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